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1 Introduction
Three-dimensional (3-D) imaging is an emerging differentiator that provides consumers with more realistic and immersive experiences in user interfaces, games, 3-D virtual reality, and 3-D displays. It has depth information (distance from camera to object) together with the conventional color image so that full information of real objects that human eyes experience can be captured, recorded, and reproduced. So far, stereo type 2 lens 3-D cameras capturing two separate color images have been introduced in the market especially for the application of stereo-vision displays. However, 3-D content will eventually expand to multi- and volumetric views, so-called realistic 3-D contents. To capture the realistic 3-D scene, depth information and high-definition color image should be captured simultaneously to generate views from arbitrary directions as the scene generated from real objects does.

Depth-capturing devices have been developed for games, industry, automobiles, and military applications so far. Among the existing depth-capturing technologies, structured light method (recently well known as Kinect) and TOF (time of flight) sensors based on the silicon image sensor [charge-couple device (CCD), complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) image sensor (CIS)] technology are commercialized or close to market release. The structured light method basically utilizes the well-known triangulation principle: depth is calculated by analyzing the image of a particular pattern on the object projected from the projector. Because the projector is placed apart from the image sensor a certain distance, we can extract depth information from the captured pattern image by the triangulation principle. The advantage of this method is that it can be realized with relatively low cost. Its disadvantage is that it needs a certain distance, normally several centimeters, which makes the overall system size larger in lateral direction than a normal one-lens camera. TOF sensors have small form factor: they use infrared (IR) light sources around the imaging lens so that they show camera-like form factors. Their disadvantage compared to pattern projection is that complex pixel structure is needed such as single photon detector or phase demodulation pixel structure, which is relatively expensive and delivers a low resolution compared with standard image sensors. The depth image resolution (i.e., number of pixels in depth image) obtained by the above two technologies have been limited to video graphics array (VGA) because of either limitation of pattern (in structured light methods) or complexity of the depth pixel structure (in TOF sensors). Among other TOF technologies, high-speed modulation has been developed in the field of gesture recognition or professional studio applications of depth capturing. For example, a depth image with high resolution up to high definition (HD) can be obtained utilizing high-speed light modulation with an image intensifier combined with an HD standard image sensor. But the image intensifier is very expensive and bulky.

Abstract. A 20-MHz switching high-speed light-modulating device for three-dimensional (3-D) image capturing and its system prototype are presented. For 3-D image capturing, the system utilizes a time-of-flight (TOF) principle by means of a 20-MHz high-speed micromachined electro-absorptive modulator, the so-called optical shutter. The high-speed modulation is obtained by utilizing the electro-absorption mechanism of the multilayer structure, which has an optical resonance cavity and light-absorption epilayers grown by metal organic chemical vapor deposition process. The optical shutter device is specially designed to have small resistor–capacitor–time constant to get the high-speed modulation. The optical shutter is positioned in front of a standard high-resolution complementary metal oxide semiconductor image sensor. The optical shutter modulates the incoming infrared image to acquire the depth image. The suggested novel optical shutter device enables capturing of a full high resolution-depth image, which has been limited to video graphics array (VGA) by previous depth-capturing technologies. The suggested 3-D image sensing device can have a crucial impact on 3-D-related business such as 3-D cameras, gesture recognition, user interfaces, and 3-D displays. This paper presents micro-opto-electro-mechanical systems-based optical shutter design, fabrication, characterization, 3-D camera system prototype, and image evaluation. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Distribution or reproduction of this work in whole or in part requires full attribution of the original publication, including its DOI.
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This work’s approach stems from the high-speed modulation method: depth image up to full high definition (FHD) resolution is obtained utilizing a suggested novel image modulator that has a small form factor and is easily made by mass production processes. A TOF sensor detects the phase delay of the reflected light from the emitted light by the time of flight of the modulated light. For this purpose, the speed of modulation should be sufficiently large, for example 20 MHz, to detect the phase delay of the modulated light traveling up to 15 m (the 20-MHz amplitude modulation of light makes a wavelength of 15 m). In this example, we can resolve the depth 0 to 7.5 m (half of total travel distance of the light) to be detected with full phase range of 0 to 360 deg. This maximizes the resulting depth accuracy. Otherwise, if we use 1 kHz low-speed modulation, for example, the depth 0 to 7.5 m can be detected with a partial phase range of 0 to only 1.8 deg, which results in low depth accuracy. The relevant detailed TOF principle is explained in the next section. This high-speed modulation of image is definitely difficult to achieve by conventional image-modulating devices such as liquid crystal and mechanical camera shutters. In this paper, a novel TOF method using a micro-opto-electro-mechanical systems (MOEMS)-based high-speed light modulator, the so-called optical shutter, is presented for high-resolution depth image capturing. A novel multilayered film structure is designed and fabricated to realize 20-MHz light modulation for TOF operation.

For the commercialization, 3-D image (color plus depth) should be easily captured by a camera-like system with high image quality and affordable price. For this purpose, one lens/two sensor system architecture is prototyped in this work for simultaneous capturing of 14 Mp color and FHD depth image. The optical shutter is positioned in front of a standard complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) image sensor to modulate the incoming IR images for depth image extraction. The optical shutter design, fabrication, characterization, 3-D camera prototype, and its image test are presented.

2 TOF Principle

Depth capturing is based on the TOF principle as depicted in Fig. 1. The 3-D camera has an IR light source (e.g., 850-nm wavelength) with sinusoidal amplitude modulation (e.g., 20 MHz). It illuminates an object and the reflected IR light comes back to the camera imaging lens. Because the IR light travels two times the distance between the object and camera (so-called depth, d), there is a time delay of the reflected light from that of the illuminated light (so called time of flight, t_TOF) such that

\[ d = \frac{c}{2} t_{\text{TOF}}, \]

where \( c \) is the speed of light. There is a corresponding phase delay of the modulated reflected light (\( \phi_{\text{TOF}} \)) whose relationship with \( t_{\text{TOF}} \) is

\[ t_{\text{TOF}} = \frac{\phi_{\text{TOF}}}{2\pi f}, \]

where \( f \) is IR modulation frequency. Extraction of phase delay is a key process of the TOF system. The phase delay of each pixel can be identified with the homodyne mixing technique developed by this group. Detailed description of the entire TOF process is abbreviated here: the reflected IR image is modulated by the optical shutter with the same modulation frequency (i.e., 20 MHz) before being captured by the CMOS image sensor. By allowing additionally controlled phase shifts, for example (0, 90, 180, and 270 deg) between IR light source and optical shutter driving signal, we can get four different IR images.
\begin{align}
\varphi_{\text{TOF}} &= \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{I_{270°} - I_{90°}}{I_{0°} - I_{180°}}\right). \\
(1) \\
\text{By combining Eqs. (1)–(3), we can finally get depth information of each pixel by utilizing the modulated IR images as} \\
\begin{align}
d &= \frac{c}{4\pi f} \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{I_{270°} - I_{90°}}{I_{0°} - I_{180°}}\right). \\
(4)
\end{align}
\end{align}

It is notable that the resolution of the depth image (i.e., the number of pixels) is determined by that of the CMOS image sensor, which can have more than FHD resolution in current image sensor technology.

3 High-Speed Optical Shutter

3.1 Design

To enable the depth capturing, the optical shutter should modulate the incoming IR image with 20-MHz on-off speed as explained in the previous section. Conventional image shutters such as mechanical or liquid crystal cannot have 20-MHz modulation speed, since these have moving components. To get extraordinary high speed, the optical shutter is composed of nonmoving solid-state multilayer films, which is the novel concept of this work. The core mechanism of the optical shutter is controllable electro-absorption in multiple quantum well (MQW) combined with Fabry–Perot optical resonance. Figure 2 shows its complete layer structure: from the top side, the optical shutter consists of p-doped electrode; p-doped distributed Bragg reflector (DBR); intrinsic MQW; n-doped DBR; and n-doped electrode. The shutter device is optically a Fabry–Perot narrow bandpass filter whose center wavelength is designed to have the same wavelength of IR light source of the 3-D camera (e.g., 850 nm).

The upper p-DBR and lower n-DBR mutually work as a pair of resonating mirrors, and the middle i-MQW works as a resonance cavity whose optical thickness is a multiple of half of the center wavelength (850 nm). Control voltage is applied across the p- and n-electrodes with backward bias so that the light absorption of the i-MQW region is controlled by the well-known quantum confined stark effect (QCSE), as shown in Fig. 3. As the control voltage increases, the maximum absorption peak, so-called exciton peak, moves from 837 nm (if the electric field is zero) to 850 nm (if the electric field is 8.1 V/\mu m). Consequently, at the center wavelength 850 nm of the optical shutter, we have variable transmittance of the input IR image by controlling the applied voltage as simulation shows in Fig. 4.

![Fig. 2 Layer structure of optical shutter.](image)

![Fig. 3 Light absorption characteristics of i-MQW region according to control electric field across p- and n-electrodes ruled by quantum confined stark effect (QCSE). Simulated in MATLAB by theoretical model provided with empirical data.](image)
In the design process, design parameters are material composition, thickness of each layer, and number of layers to maximize transmittance variation at the center wavelength of the optical shutter (850 nm). Figures 2 and 4 show the design result with 52% transmittance variation: when the applied electric field is $0 \text{ V/\mu m}$, there is a small light absorption at 850 nm as shown in Fig. 3 and the transmittance of the optical shutter becomes maximum (67%); otherwise, when the applied electric field is $8.11 \text{ V/\mu m}$, there is a large absorption at 850 nm and the transmittance of the shutter becomes minimum (15%) for a modulated 850-nm IR image through the optical shutter with 52% transmittance variation.

To get high speed and uniform control of transmittance over the transmitting area, the optical shutter was designed to have a special pattern of p-electrode to realize low sheet resistance. Also, the whole device is divided into electrically separated cells to reduce the capacitance of unit cell. Each cell is driven by an individual external voltage source. Figure 5 shows the device structure of the shutter having individually controllable cells. Each cell is separated by 10- \mu m-wide, 4- \mu m-deep trenches. The shape of the p-electrode (metal) should have small resistance over the top surface (i.e., many metals needed) together with large fill factor, i.e., the portion of the light transmissive area to entire top surface over the IR-receiving window of the shutter needs to be large (i.e., small metal needed). This is a trade-off situation, since metal electrodes make shadows. As a result, we did design optimization to determine the shape of the p-electrode.

For this, electro-optic coupling analysis with 3-D mesh modeling was accomplished to find the optimum shape of the p-electrode as shown in Fig. 6. The design parameter was set to a number of fingers of fishbone-shape metal electrode. By computing the fill factor and the modulation cutoff frequency of the cell structure, we can get the optimum result as shown in Table 1. As the number of fingers increases, the resistance decreases, so the cutoff frequency increases, whereas the fill factor of the active window decreases. As a result, 10 fingers is chosen as the optimum design because it shows relatively uniform speed of 19.9 to 20.6 MHz over the entire cell with good fill factor of 95%.

### 3.2 Fabrication

The fabrication process has three steps as shown in Fig. 7. First, epitaxial growth of multilayer films on GaAs substrate by metal organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD). The thickness and composition of each layer were precisely

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fingers ($n$)</th>
<th>Fill factor (%)</th>
<th>Cutoff frequency (MHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>6.3 to 21.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>19.9 to 20.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>22.2 to 22.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Table 1** Design optimization result of p-metal electrode. Design parameter is number of fingers of the p-electrode. The finger is metal so the increase of fingers results in a decrease in overall sheet resistance of the device, and in turn, an increase of cutoff frequency, which is inversely proportional to RC-time constant.
controlled to have 837-nm exciton peak and 850-nm Fabry–Perot resonance peak; second, cell isolation with dry etching of trenches and p-electrode metal patterning; and third, GaAs substrate at the active window area through which the IR image is transmitted is opened by wet etching of substrate. To get accurate control of substrate etching thickness, an InGaP etch-stop layer between GaAs substrate and epitaxial multilayer films is utilized. As result of substrate etching, the multifilm constitutes an electrically controllable IR-transmittive membrane (so-called active window). Figure 7 shows the fabricated device. The size is 7.3 \times 5.5 \text{ mm}. The multifilm structure has an active window of 6 \times 4.5 \text{ mm}. The active window transmits and modulates IR images transferring to grayscale CMOS image sensor (CIS). The entire device is divided into 56 cells with fishbone metal width 10 \text{ \mu m} and number of fingers 10 for each cell. Device fill factor is 95\%.

### 3.3 Characterization

Following are four characterization results of the optical shutter. The optical shutter is a kind of large-area p–i–n diode device working in backward bias condition. First, for stable operation of the shutter, breakdown voltage should be sufficiently larger than the operating voltage range. Figure 9 shows current–voltage (IV)-curve measurement for characterization of breakdown voltage. Average \sim 27 \text{ V}
was measured. The operating voltage range is $-15$ to $0$ V within nonbreakdown range $-27$ to $0$ V.

Second, to get enough IR intensity and good signal-to-noise ratio, the amount of modulation of IR light should be sufficiently large. This point is characterized by measuring the difference of transmittances between maximum and minimum so-called transmittance variation. When depth is calculated as in Eq. (4), transmittance variation, which makes the difference between intensities of IR images, directly influences the accuracy of the depth. Figure 10 shows measured transmittance spectrum of the optical shutter for different control voltages. Maximum 65% (at 0 V) and minimum 14% (at 9.3 V) transmittances were measured. The transmittance variation is 51% (target 50%). It is notable that the simulation (transmittance variation 52% in Fig. 4) predicted the measurement (Fig. 10) very well.

Third, 20-MHz high speed modulation of the optical shutter was evaluated by its electro-optic frequency response, in which transmitted IR light with frequency-varying sinusoidal electric input is measured. Figure 11 shows the frequency response of the optical shutter. Cutoff frequency ($-3$ dB attenuation) of 20.3 MHz was achieved (target 20 MHz), which is close to simulation prediction summarized in Table 1.

Fourth, the spatial resolution of the transmitted IR image through the optical shutter should be properly preserved to get high-resolution depth image up to FHD ($1920 \times 1080$, 2 M pixels). Figure 12 shows the ISO 12233 chart for evaluation of spatial resolution of the optical shutter. The IR image resolution is preserved up to 14 Mp before and after the optical shutter is placed in front of 14-Mp CMOS image sensor (target is $1920 \times 1080$ FHD, 2 Mp). As a result, the optical shutter does not degrade spatial resolution of the optical system. However, the experiments showed that the optical shutter should be placed 1 to 3 mm away from the focal plane of the CMOS image sensor to blur out the shadow image of metal electrodes on the photo-sensitive area of the image sensor.

4 3-D Camera System

4.1 Architecture

For commercialization, 3-D images should be easily captured by a camera-like system with high image quality.
and affordable price. For this purpose, a one-lens/two-sensor system architecture as shown in Fig. 13 was designed and prototyped for simultaneous capturing of 14-Mp color and FHD depth images. The 3-D capturing system is based on the TOF scheme. The 3-D camera system consists of illumination and imaging modules: the illumination module is composed of 850-nm IR LD sources with 20-MHz amplitude modulation and collimating optics for efficient IR beam shaping. The imaging module consists of imaging lens set, splitter, depth channel, i.e., optical shutter plus black-and-white (BW) CMOS image sensor (CIS), and color channel, i.e., RGB CMOS image sensor. Incoming color and IR images are separated by the splitter according to their wavelength bands, i.e., visible and IR bands, then redirected toward color channel and depth channel simultaneously as shown in Fig. 13. The transmittance spectrum of the fabricated splitter is plotted in Figure 14. The visible band (400 to 700 nm) is reflected with reflectance about 98%, i.e., transmittance below 2%, and IR band around 850 nm is transmitted with transmittance 99%. Since the wavelength division efficiency of the splitter is about 98% to 99% by the filter design shown in Fig. 14, very high separation efficiency is achieved.

Fig. 12 Modulation transfer function (MTF) measurement for characterization of spatial resolution of the optical shutter using ISO 12233 resolution chart. The IR image resolution is preserved up to 14 Mpixel before and after optical shutter is placed in front of CMOS image sensor [target is 1920 × 1080 full high definition (FHD), 2 Mpixel].

Fig. 13 One-lens/two-sensor 3-D camera architecture: simultaneous capturing of 14-Mp color and FHD depth images by dividing visible and IR bands.

Fig. 14 Transmittance spectrum of splitter. Visible band (400–700 nm) is reflected with reflectance 98%, i.e., transmittance 2%, and IR band around 850 nm is transmitted with transmittance 99%. 
of the color and depth images can be achieved without a critical loss of each band’s light energy.

In the depth channel, the optical shutter modulates IR images in 20 MHz, and the resulting modulated image is recorded by the grayscale BW CIS. The depth image is calculated utilizing the modulated images based on the novel homodyne-mixing technique as explained in Sec. It is notable that the resolution of depth image is larger than FHD since the system utilized full resolution of the standard grayscale CIS (FHD to 14 Mp). In the color channel, the color image is captured by a standard color CIS, simultaneously. Color and depth images are processed by unified processor named 3-D image signal processor placed on the back end of the system. As result, FHD depth and 14-Mp color images are captured and processed simultaneously.

4.2 Prototype

The 3-D camera architecture designed in Figure was prototyped using the commercial lens/body, off-the-shelf CIS sets, driver electronics, IR sources; plus developed optical shutter device. Figure shows the structure of the prototype. All components are integrated with Samsung NX-body setup, and 14-Mp color and FHD IR image are captured simultaneously with one-lens/two-sensor setup. Color and IR images are captured and displayed in two LCD displays.

5 Depth Image Evaluation

The optical shutter approach was evaluated by capturing color and depth images of a series of test objects (Julian, Venus, and flowers: those are 2 to 3 m away from the 3-D camera) with the 3-D camera prototype shown in Fig. An array of 850-nm IR sources having total 500-mW optical output with 20-MHz amplitude modulation is illuminated to the objects. FHD IR images are captured via modulation by the optical shutter. The depth image is extracted using the captured IR images under the suggesting homodyne-mixing scheme described in Eq. The resulting depth image shown in Fig. successfully has FHD resolution (1920 × 1440), whereas competing technologies generate up to VGA depth images. Depth error (standard deviation) on the Julian face is 0.44 cm at 2 m distance. Bit resolution of BW CIS and color CIS is 10-bit (1024 grayscale steps).

One of the technical challenges in TOF-based depth capturing technology is image stability under sunlight, i.e., outdoor environment. The TOF principle works if provided with sufficient IR illumination to the captured objects, but in case of strong sunlight, the captured IR image will have relatively small signal (i.e., IR illumination) to noise (i.e., sunlight) ratio. Therefore the suppression of sunlight is critical to get stable capturing of the depth images in an outdoor environment. To do that, three novel sunlight-suppression techniques have been applied in this work as follows. First (wavelength domain approach), the optical shutter itself is an 850-nm monochrome filter as shown in transmittance spectrum of Fig. , so that the sunlight component outside 850 ± 5 nm band is filtered out whereas most of the light energy of the IR source is transmitted. Second (frequency domain approach), since sunlight is constant in time (DC) compared with the speed of 20-MHz modulating IR signal, the influences of sunlight in modulated images (I0, I90, I180, I270) are almost equal so that the sunlight effect is canceled by subtracting IR images as in Eq. under the scheme of the novel homodyne-mixing scheme.

Third (time domain approach), the IR source illuminates intensively during a short time interval and is turned off in the rest of time; and the optical shutter closes at that IR turn-off interval by synchronizing the optical shutter to the IR source, then sunlight at the turn-off interval is blocked. This approach is called synchronized burst IR-shutter mode, which comes from the benefit of the developed optical shutter that can open and close the image plane globally whereas most existing CMOS image sensors apply rolling shutters.

By applying above three approaches suppressing the influence of sunlight, depth image was captured and compared under the room light condition (0.3 klux) and sunlight condition (27 klux: outdoor) as shown in Fig. As usual, the sunlight condition yields overexposed or malfunction-of-depth cameras in competing technologies. Depth error in room light condition is 0.9% (2.3 cm at 2.5 m), including the noise reduction image process. This work’s depth

Fig. 15 Three-dimensional camera prototype with one-lens/two-sensor architecture for capturing of 14-Mp color and FHD IR images.

Fig. 16 Three-dimensional image capturing test setup: color and depth images of objects are captured by suggesting 3-D camera prototype with optical shutter, and the color/depth images are converted to multiview format of 3-D display.
image in sunlight condition is successfully stable to get a fair depth error of 1.2% (3.1 cm at 2.5 m) compared to room light condition.

6 Conclusion

A novel 20-MHz high-speed image-shuttering device and its application to 3-D image capturing system were presented. To get extraordinary high speed of the image shutter, solid-state multilayer structure having electro-absorption mechanism combining with optical resonance cavity is designed, fabricated, and characterized. Cell structure and electrode shape are optimized with a simulation-based modeling of electro-optical mechanisms. MOEMS-based etching and patterning technology were utilized for device fabrication. As a result, transmittance variation 51% and switching speed 20 MHz were obtained, which are required for time-of-flight operation of the 3-D camera. It is notable that systematic modeling and simulation of electro-optic mechanism predicts the real behavior of the optical shutter well.

One-lens/two-sensor architecture for simultaneous capturing of color and depth images was prototyped using commercially available body/lens sets and CIS components. The suggested optical shutter approach enables capturing of a FHD resolution of depth image, which results in the highest resolution among the state-of-the-art depth camera technologies. Especially, the depth image is stable under the sunlight conditions, which solves a critical technical challenge in the TOF depth sensing field.

Fig. 17 Captured 14-Mp color (a) and FHD depth (b) images.

Fig. 18 FHD IR image (a), depth images captured under room light (under 0.5 klux) (b), and sunlight condition (under 27 klux) (c).
Deliverables can enable 3-D business such as 3-D image capturing, user interface, and 3-D display, especially for camera and display business. A graphic multiview generation using color and depth information is underway for the interface to stereo and multiview 3-D displays. Further, optimization of the quality of the depth image, application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC)-based noise cancellation, will be added on the current achievements toward commercialization in near future.
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